
Smith and Wesson’s  
M327 TRR8 .357 Magnum 

The “TRR” stands for Tactical Rail 
Revolver, and the “8” refers to its bullet 
capacity.  
The S&W M327 TRR8 is supplied with 
two rails. With the rails (which are good 
for adding lights, lasers and optics), and 
its 8-shot capacity, The S&W M327 
TRR8 meets the description of a  
“Tactical Rail Revolver”. 

Range: 150 feet. 
Payload: 8 bullets. 
Damage: 5D6 per bullet. 
Empty Weight: 3 pounds.  
Cost: $1,289.99 (total cost with the accessories described below: $2,269.96). 
Sight Option: Trijicon Red Dot Sight MS03 8.0 MOA (+1 to Aimed shots). Cost: $399.99. 
Grip: Crimson Trace LG-314 “HogHunter” Lasergrip (+1 to Strike). Cost: $279.99. 
Weapon Light: SureFire X300 “White Light” (reduces Perception challenges in darkness to “Moderate”, and 
can be used to attempt “blinding attacks”.) Cost: $299.99. 

Trijicon Red Dot Sight MS03 8.0 MOA: the Trijicon Red Dot is built for 
strength. From the hard coated acrylic lens that is literally more durable 
than glass equivalents, to the glass reinforced nylon polymer body that is 
stronger than aluminum, the Trijicon Red Dot Sight MS03 8.0 MOA is 
tough. A bright LED adjusts for brightness automatically.  

SureFire X300: The SureFire X300 features a high-efficiency LED that 
generates 170 lumens of brilliant white light focused by a Total Internal 
Reflection (TIR) lens to produce a tight beam with good reach and 
significant surround light for peripheral vision. The LED has no filament to 
burn out or break and generates tactical-level light—enough to overwhelm 

an aggressor's night-adapted vision.  

Notes: The S&W M327 TRR8 comes shipped in a Performance Center metal 
briefcase, and contains two rails and a pair of moon clips. These moon clips 
are considered to be “rapid reloaders”, allowing the gun to be reloaded in one 
action. The chamber charge holes are chamfered and the cylinder is cut to 
allow shooting Magnums that are in the en bloc 8-round moon clips.  
 
Holsters designed to fit the above attachments are available for purchase.   
 
Jamming note: If the bullet doesn’t fire, it just sits in the chamber, allowing 
the shooter to simply fire the next bullet. The gun does not jam. 


